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Information in the form of webpage can be viewed using _______.
(b) Web browser
In absence of description, the ______ will display only first few words.
(a)Search engine
Many times we use ______ as an image location.
(b)URL
What is the full form of ‘DL’?
(a)Description List
The process of displaying information in a proper and interactive way is known as _____.
(b)Formatting
Which option is selected to add a column?
(d)Insert – column
The content written in the brackets is known as _____.
(c)Argument
Which language when used allows us to write an instruction that has only one meaning?
(a)Programming
What should be selected after selected data in chart creation?
(a)data range
______ language is a set tags that enables additional information on how to present the web content.
(a)Markup
The type of value that can be assigned to an identifier is known as its _______.
(b)Data type
Output means to write data to output devices like _____.
(d)Monitor
Statements are controlling the flow of execution they are also known as ______.
(a)Control statemen
Loop control structure also known as ______.
(c)Looping
A _____ is used to represent a flowchart.
(a)Set of symbols
Instead of symbolic code, we can also give the ______ value for the symbol.
(b)ASCII
Values of both width and height attributes can be specified using the number of ________.
(c)Pixel
In nested list, the first list and the list inside it can be of ______ type.
(b)Separate
In computer, translator is known as _____.
(a)Compiler
To select an entire column, click on the ______.
(b)Column header
Which of the following is a collection of elements having same data type?
(a)Array
Which function returns the value of the factorial function for the given number?
(a)FACT
The _____ contains menus with command for various tasks.
(b)Menu bar
What is the meaning of ‘a’ in HTML?
(b)Anchor
In for loop we can initialize more than one parameters using ______ operator.
(b)Comma
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26. The function is also known as _____.
(d)All of them
27. To simplify our program, the C language has offered the built-in facility of multiway decision statement called _____.
(a)Switch
28. In C, while reading _____ using scanf() statement, &(ampersand) is not required with the variable name.
(d)String
29. For higher precision ______ keyword is used rather than float.
(a)Double
30. Chart floor is filled with _______ color.
(c)Grey
31. In which of the following sections can we add comments in HTML?
(c)Both head and body
32. A scope of C variable is decided by using opening and closing _____.
(a)Curly bracket{}
33. Process is the _______ part of any solution procedure.
(b)Core
34. How is rectangle specified?
(a)Rect
35. Which attribute of the table tag controls the outermost border of the table?
(c)Frame
36. Which header file should be include for sqrt() and cos()?
(b)<math.h>
37. ______ keys to terminate your infinite loop.
(c)CTRL+C
38. Strings in a C language are terminated by the special character called ____.
(a)\0
39. Which of the following type of package does calc refer to?
(a)Spreadsheet
40. In C language, default is ____ in switch.
(b)Optional
41. To avoid errors in entering data we may used ______.
(b)Data validation
42. Which of the following is an formatted output function?
(b)printf()
43. The small() function considers the numbers specified in the range in an ______ order.
(b)Ascending
44. In C language, _____ operator is obtained by prefixing arithmetic operators to ‘=’.
(d)Bitwise
45. String constants are denoted by using sequence of characters enclosed within _____.
(b)Double quotes
46. What can be seen in structure tab?
(a)Structure formula
47. Once appropriate element is selected then choose the next option _____.
(a)Format selection
48. A _____ symbol is used to represent a connector.
(d)Circle
49. In C language, ____ type of array can be declared.
(d)All of these
50. The _____ is special type of user defined function in C.
(a)main()

